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PART 6 ONLINE ABC LD (COVID VERSIONS)

6.1 ABC-LD AND COVID

Due to social distancing requirements at the time of writing, the community cannot run the popular face-to-face ABC-LD workshops. However, many institutions wish to continue to use this effective and engaging learning design method with their colleagues. The community has been very active in sharing their experiences. The Erasmus project has been collating tools and responses and ran a webinar on 27 May 2020 to discuss the different approaches, with speakers from Finland, Ireland and the UK. The https://abc-ld.org/ hub includes a number of resources and articles. These currently include,

- **ABC and COVID-19: Learning Design in an Emergency** – the lead partner of the ABC to VLE project discusses considerations for moving ABC LD online during the lockdown.
- **ABC went online and this is how we did it** – Laurea University of Applied Sciences (Finland).
- **ABC Toolkit online – Current and Future thinking tool** – The University of Auckland (New Zealand).
- **MOOC Design Mapping Framework (MDMF)** – based on ABC LD by University of Glasgow (UK).
- **Trello for ABC LD** – Durham University Business School are using Trello to collaborate with academic colleagues to develop online modules using the ABC LD method (UK).
- **Learning Designer** – like ABC LD workshops, this online class planning tool is also based on the six learning types from Diana Laurillard’s Conversational Framework and helps teachers design activities and share their learning designs with each other.
- **ABC LD adapted to the ICAP Framework** in order to help lecturers move their teaching online – University of Potsdam (Germany).
- **ABC LD in Mural** – Barbara Dolan used the Mural software to work remotely with a team of staff using a modified version of the ABC-LD process to plan their VLE course for a previously face to face workshop structured technical assistance program.
- **Online ABC LD (in Excel)** by Jessica Gramp – use Excel to work through the ABC Learning Design method step by step (with the option of using Learning Designer for a visual representation of your storyboard).
- **Utilizing ABC elements in online course design Zoom-sessions**. How the University of Helsinki utilized ABC cards and Flinga online whiteboards as reference in online sessions for blended and online course creation. By Sanna-Katja Parikka and Veera Kallunki from the University of Helsinki Educational Technology Services.

This part of the Toolkit is currently a ‘work in progress’ and is derived mainly from the webinar and the contributions listed above.

6.2 APPROACHES TO ONLINE ABC
While it is possible to run a complete ABC online, in practice, three components are usually repurposed for online delivery. These can be run in isolation or combined in a package. The current consensus is that as online events take longer to run than their face-to-face equivalents, and screen delivery inevitably reduces participant attention spans, separating the Base into components may be advisable, at least at this stage. The three components used are the learning types framework, the App Wheel and the storyboard.

6.2.1 LEARNING TYPES

As mentioned above, the learning types framework types has proved a rapid, robust and engaging route into pedagogical discussion and reflection. Even without the full ABC-LD workshop context, learning types work well as a staff development tool. They act as a focus for consideration of existing (face-to-face or blended) teaching and learning activities and what online alternatives might be. One example is to use a simple worksheet categorising the six types in terms of ‘conventional’ and digital practices, how they might be implemented in the VLE and some ideas for engaging activities using these tools. During the webinar, Clare Gormley, project partner Dublin City University (DCU), reported how she used this approach. The ABC cards were introduced to the online group, the participants split into breakout rooms to discuss examples then reconvened for group discussion. The DCU team felt that some of this ground could have been covered as a pre-workshop activity and suggested that polls could be introduced in the workshop to enable faster and more productive selection of activities.

![Poll](image)

*Fig 6.1 Using a poll to select activities.*

An alternative/complementary approach may be to start with the tools available in the institution, as represented by the App or Tool Wheel (see G4). It may be useful to see the technical learning environment represented by the pedagogical categorisation of activity types, either in the traditional ‘wheel’ format or as a worksheet (see the UCL example in G4). Again this could be approached as an interactive and reflective exercise, using shared blank sheets for example in Google docs before revealing the complete wheel/worksheet as a possible ‘answer’. This example from DCU shows what can be achieved via collaborative discussion.
6.1.2 The Storyboard

The most challenging component of ABC-LD to replicate online is also the part live participants usually find the most rewarding, the collaborative storyboarding. While there is no single tool or approach that meets this requirement, several approaches have been tried by the community. The DCU team started this process during their two hour workshop using a shared Google document. Clare noted, though, ‘Everything takes longer online - we just got the storyboarding started’. Nevertheless, the team was able to progress to an action plan.

![Image of the DCU storyboard](image)

Reporting in the same webinar, Tuija Marstio, of Laurea University of Applied Sciences, focused on creating the storyboard. The learning types were introduced in advance, leaving more time for this in the two hour workshop. Three alternative templates were used to visualise the process,

- **Storyboard built on a Word document.** In this document teachers could drag the ABC cards under each theme of the course and write comments.
• An Excel support sheet documenting the stages in the workshop.
• Padlet, a collaborative ‘wall’ on which participants can post items, to illustrate the storyboard structure

![Image of an Excel sheet]

**Fig 6.4 The Laurea Word sheet**

![Image of an Excel sheet]

**Fig 6.5 The Laurea Excel sheet**

Tuija reported that the teachers were reasonably well focused and made considerable progress, but the two hours were not enough, and the tools were not ideal (e.g., the text was hard to read). The Padlet board is illustrated below, but it was reported that teachers preferred the Word format.

![Image of a Padlet board]

**Fig 6.6 The Laurea Padlet board**
In the webinar, Allison Bell of Durham University Business School described how she used the project collaboration tool Trello to map out the storyboard. Trello organises projects into boards of ‘sticky notes’ representing tasks and it was reported that the teachers found this structure an attractive and useful representation of the storyboard. Allison found Trello, ‘assists development of thoughtful, supported design’ and highlighted practical features in the tool,

- Study time calculator
- Collaboration (card commenting, version control)
- Project management (status tracking – e.g. draft/completed)
- Card labelling – easy to see range of activity types

Fig 6.7 The ABC Trello board

Fig 6.8 UCL Excel sheet

Like Laurea, UCL has explored both PowerPoint and Excel formats. The Excel sheet is a document of the whole workshop process (from tweets to action list) and provides a table to list learning activities. In this format the storyboarding itself would be done using a shared Microsoft PowerPoint space and ‘drag and drop’ cards along the timeline. The rationale is that the Base tools (primarily the cards and storyboard) are already in this format. UCL is experimenting with two other tools, Microsoft Planner which again provides a collaborative workspace, and Learning Designer (ref), a session planning tool from UCL aimed at secondary school teachers but based on the same learning types pedagogical model as ABC-LD. While not designed for course-level planning, it produces a useful list of actions.
Fig 6.9 UCL PowerPoint sheet

Fig 6.10 UCL Learning Designer

Fig 6.11 UCL Microsoft Planner

At Sorbonne University an Excel document was prepared. Teams can use google docs for working collaboratively on the document and prepare their designs. On a first sheet of the document users can find the description of the cards and the different proposed activities.
On a second sheet they can copy –past the activity type, take notes and describe the activity itself, estimate the work load for students, add comments, indicate if the activity is evaluated and link each activity with the learning outcomes of their course.

*Fig 6.12 Sorbonne University Excel tool*

During the Covid crisis, Sorbonne prepared videos explaining the ABC method, the activities types as well the way of using this document. These elements are part of a global course about blended design built on ther Moodle platform.

**Activity Based Curriculum Design**

L'atelier ABCD

Description des 6 types d’activité pédagogique

Comme précédemment évoqué, dans le cadre de l'atelier "Activity Based Curriculum Design" (ABCD) nous utiliserons six différents types d'activités pédagogiques. Grâce à ces différentes activités, la scénarisation d'un cours prend en compte l'hétérogénéité des apprenants en proposant une pluralité d'activités qui facilitant l'apprentissage en profondeur. Dans le réservoir qui suit, vous trouverez un descriptif pour chaque carte : Acquisition, Collaboration, Pratique/Entraînement, Exploration/Recherche, Discussion, Production.

Pour accéder à la ressource cliquer sur le bouton "Entrer" qui apparaît ci-dessous.

- Démarrer d’un atelier ABCD
- Exemples de scénarios de cours à distance
- 2 exemples de scénarios de cours

*Fig 6.12 Sorbonne University Moodle course*

### 6.3 Future Developments

In conclusion it may be that no single software tool will emerge, but institutions will adopt a variety of tools and workflows according to local licensing availability, context and needs. Although the ABC to VLE project is now complete, the project partners continue to evaluate online alternatives and will add these to the Toolkit as they emerge. The UCL team are planning a series of webinars over the summer of 2020 to continue to gather community experience.

### 6.4 Case Study Associated With This Guide

**Helsinki - ABC “Classic” Workshop** (includes section on a new online variant)
ABC Learning Design method by Clive Young and Nataša Perović, UCL (2015) is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.
Download at http://abc-ld.org